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lHablas espanol? It may help in job search 
Offers more plentiful for those 
who know a second language 
By RODNEY CHONGWE 
staff writer 
Timon Marshall, 24, is a senior who is majoring in 
business administration and Spanish. His minor is French. 
Marshall, who is scheduled to begin international law 
studies at Columbia University this fall, is one of the new 
breeds of students who are tailoring their career objectives 
to frontiers beyond the domestic job market. 
"I would like to work as a lawyer for a multinational 
corporation," said Marshall. "French and Spanish will 
enable me to develop an understandi"ng of and an 
appreciation for the cultures of the people in whose 
countries my prospective employer may be conducting 
business." 
American multinational corporations that conduct 
business in other countries are in the thousands. "One 
out of every three acres of (U.S.) farmland is geared 
toward the export market, and one in six businesses has 
overseas operations," according to Lynne Goodhart, a 
French and Russian professor at USU. 
Marshall's language pursuit is not unfounded. As 
business administration department's Keith Taylor 
explained, "Any multinational corporation appreciates 
employees who demonstrate a language-learning ability. 
Having knowledge of a foreign language prior to 
employment demonstrates a commitment. " 
Taylor learned this lesson from experience . He worked in 
Brazil and Venezuela before becoming assistant finance 
professor. "If I had been fluent in Portuguese and Spanish, " 
he recalled, "I would have been in a better position to gain 
subtle insights into the cultures of those two nations." 
For USU student Victoria Johnson , knowledge of an 
African langua ge helped her gain insights into local Swazi 
customs. Working as a Peace Corps volunteer in 
Swaziland, Johnson, who is left-handed , learned that local 
customs did not allow the use of the left hand. She avoided 
using her left hand by holding something in it. 
"A small gesture such as this earned me more acceptance 
by the people, " she said. 'The people felt that I had respect 
for their culture. Cultural appreciation became a two-way 
exchange, instead of I imposing mine on them." 
The benefits of speaking in a foreign tongue go beyond 
securing employment with multinational corporations, the 
armed forces and the foreign service. As Goodhart puts it, 
'The United States is tied to the rest of the world 
economically, politically and even militarily. Having 
knowledge of a foreign language is for our own surviva l." 
(continued on page 2) 
Belinda Thompson, left, studies in USU language lab. 
Marlin Brown, above left, passes off Spanish verbal exercises 
with lab assistant Carlos Gumucio. Paula Huff pl10tos 
s;;~dii°~guage finds home in usu lab 
(continued from page 1) 
Political science department 
head, Robert Hoover, 
concurs. "A lot of Americans 
are increasingly becoming 
insular, and this leads to 
ignorance about foreign 
cultures which, in tum , 
causes crucial 
misunderstandings with other 
nations. " 
anthropology, said the 
relative lack of interest in 
foreign languages and 
cultures could be attributed 
to the removal of that 
graduation requirement. 
still maintaining the 
isolationist attitude, 
American foreign policy has 
been one of "plunging into 
the world to put it right" in 
part because of Russia's 
increasing involvement in 
world affairs, the magazine 
said. 
One of Hoover's staff 
members, William Furlong, is 
currently in Costa Rica 
where, among other things, 
he conducts lectures in 
Spanish. 'The ability to teach 
the Costa Ricans in their own 
language, " says Hoover, "has 
helped open up a whole new 
world of understanding. " 
"Americans are 
increasingly becoming 
practical, preferring to learn 
about such things as 
computers. Also, many think 
learning a foreign language is 
a difficult thing to do," said 
Riley. 
The Russian interest is 
~hi~"~!~::sf:;~J~at two 
English against 24,000 
Russian-learning Americans. 
Many believe that the lack 
of interest in things foreign 
could be traced to America's 
history. 
Against this backdrop, the 
U.S. House of 
Representatives recently 
voted 265-U0 to authorize 
upwards of $150 million in 
grants to, among other 
things, step-up foreign 
language instruction in 
schools and colleges through 
fiscal year 1986. The Senate 
has yet to act on the bill. 
To be sure, there was a 
time when high schools and 
colleges required a foreign 
language in order for a 
student to graduate. Pamela 
Riley, head of the department 
of sociology, social work and 
"Americans are descendents 
in overwhelming majority of 
people who left Europe 
because they wanted to be 
free or rich and the Old 
World kept them squashed 
and poor; so they shook 
Europe's dust off their feet,., 
editorialized The Economist, 
For USU's languages and 
philosophy department, the 
bill comes at a time when 
enrollment has been 
a British magazine. 
In recent years, and while 
'Briefly _______ ~ 
Cyclists promote bears 
JACKSON, Wyo . (AP) - A proposal to 
save the grizzly bear population will be 
carried by a group planning a bicycle trip 
from Yellowstone National Park to 
Washington. D.C. , this year , organ izers 
say . 
Elizabeth English , a spokeswo man for the 
Campaign for Yellowstone ·s Bears, said the 
group will leave the soutlfentrance of 
Yellowstone on May 28 and pedal to 
Washington to hand-deliver the citizens 
proposal. 
.. It's unfortunate, but a lot of people 
don't realize the extent of the threat to the 
grizzJy·s survival ," she said recently. ·we 
hope, by informing the public about how 
bad the situation really is, the problem can 
be solved before it's too late. " 
Chile prepares for 
year of unrest 
SANTIAGO , Chile (AP) - A resurgence 
of mass protest has locked Gen. Augusto 
Pinochet and his foes into what many 
Chileans fear will be a long, violent struggJe 
ove r the country 's future . 
Nearly a year after the first widespread 
demonstrations against him, Pinochet 
remains one of the few entrenched 
strong men in Latin American and sounds as 
determined as ever to stay in power . 
A mixture of military force and 
concessions has failed to weaken the labor 
and political movement seeking to drive the 
68-year-o ld army commander from the 
presidency and restore democratic rule to 
the 11 million people of Chile, the long, 
narrow country along South Amer ica's 
Pacific coast. 
These Marxist and centr ist forces 
mobilized popular discontent over Chile's 
severe economic crisis to disrupt life in 
major cities last Tuesda y during the first 
.. Day of National Protest .. in five months. 
Their effectiveness in diminishing public 
transpo rt, school attendance and commerce 
has encouraged talk of an attempted general 
strike as the next step in trying to convince 
the armed forces that PinochE't cannot 
govern the country. 
USU prof points to 
acid rain potential 
LOGAN (AP) - Utah is not immune to 
acid rain, and Uinta lakes are particularly 
vulnerable says Richard Fisher, head of 
Utah State University's forestry department. 
Many Uinta lakes are in ac idic 
watersheds, he said . The soi l is already 
acidic and with the polluted rain it can 
easily become too acidic. to the point where 
it releases a high concent rati on of 
aluminum. 
·when soil solutions that are high in 
aluminum enter rivers and lakes, it can 
have a great impact , .. he said. ''The entire 
productivity of the system is lowered. Trout 
and other organisms cannot adjust to the 
increased aluminum toxicity . These are the 
dramatic changes we have seen in 
Scandinavia and Canada.'' 
Cache to back grants 
LOGAN (AP) - Cache County 
commissioners have agreed to sponso r three 
organizati ons applyin g for federal 
Community Developmen t Block Grant 
funds for fiscal 1985. 
At a public hearing Saturday, 
commission chairman Dean Smith sa id the 
county's sponsorship doesn 't mean the 
groups will get what they want , since there 
are always more applicants than money 
The Child and Family Suppo rt Center is 
asking for $80,000 to purchase a facility 
that would serve as a 72-hour shelter for 
abused children up to age 8. 
Cit izens Against Physica l and Sexual 
Abuse has requested $65.000 to buy a home 
that could be used as a "safe house" for 
spouse abuse victims . 
The Bear River Community Mental 
Health Center has asked for $230.000 . 
experiencing a dramatic 
uptum. A record 949 
students enrolled in languages 
in 1983 compared to only 560 
in 1979. The department 
offers majors in French, 
Spanish and German. In 
addition, non-majors Italian, 
Arabic, Chinese, Japanese 
and Russian are offered. 
Goodhart said the 
department offers overseas 
travel to students in a bid to 
help them broaden their 
cultural horizons. "The 
stude nts gain knowledge 
about other cultures and vice 
versa. This helps remove 
some stereotypes," she said. 
One of the areas in which 
the United States is involved 
is in the provision of 
technical assistance and 
training to Third World 
nations. According to the 
USU International 
Programmes office, there are 
currently 41 students from 22 
countries in Latin America , 
Africa and Asia studying 
some countries such '-
Tanzania all official as 
~:,'h~f.~ts are Written i  
Ultimately, the onest 
learn and retain a fo~ 
language rests with Int 
individuals. Terri C~ 
a USU student, hardly 
Gennan and Danish two 
languages her paren~ 5Pti: 
fluently. Luckily, sh, can 
speak Span.ish, which ~ 
le~r~ed while serving an U. 
m1ss1on. Spanish is the 
language spoken by the 
largest minority group in lit 
U.S. 
Two-income families up; 
study looks at wage tren 
WASH INGTON (AP) - More than three-f;fths of aU 
married couples in the United States have become two-
income families, up significantly from earlier decades, the 
Census Bureau reported Sunday. 
Some 26.3 million couples. or 62 percent, had both 
husband and wife employed in 1981, the most current 
statistics available for the study. That was up from50.1 
percent of married couples with two incomes a decaclt ~o. 
and only 40 percent in 1960. 
"Millions of wives went to work in the '70s. The good i. 
in America increasingly requires a household economic 
team of two workers, " ecomomist George Sternlieb and 
James W. Hught!s explained in an income study in the 
privately published American Demographics .magazine ..
They noted that while the number of marned couples Ill
the United States increased by only 2 percent betweenJl775 
and 1979, the number of families with wives in the .,. 
workforce jumped 14 percent . . ... . 
"Had wives not gone off to wo rk, American fa m1:1es, 111 
the aggregate , would have suffered substantial declines in 
real income ," Sternlieb and Hughes concluded. 
The Census Bureau report fc-und that among married 
couples , 95 percent of the husbands work, as do 67 perctnl 
of the wives. 
Average earnings for married couple~ in 1981 were.obs 
$25,550. But this climbed to $28,560 when both had I · 
and $34 ,560 if both worked full time the year around. tit 
The 40.2 million working husband s averaged S2_0._870. 
report said, while average ea rnings for the 27.7 milhon 
w~~~n!i:!';~f ~;~ ~ ·t~ igher earnings were somewhat 
less likely to hold jobs . the report said , and husband~70 whose wives did not work earned an average of 52o, but 
Most working wives were emplo yed onl_y part time}lad 
46 percent did have full time, year -round Jobs. The( 
average income of 513 ,070 , compared with SJ,830 or 
women working part time. . 11 Compared with the averag e 58,600 income for a tiOl'I 
working wives , those with fou_r years of college educa or 
averaged 510,860 and those with five years of college 
more ea rned 514 ,910 . -1 rost While ave rage income for husband s was 510.870.~, Sc(1 
to $27,340 for those with four years of college and ~ 
for those with five years or more . tht 
The report also noted that wives earned more tha_~ 
husbands in 16 percent - or 4.1 million - of marn 
coM'~!: cl i!~O:t:~~e~~ad°:!i:~or children at ho0:1\'ts 
the report said , and they were more likely than other 
to have college educations and to be professio~ 
ldt1or 0 ;:!~ l ll'llf'tpol ,c ~, I~• ... ),• ,,._....,-.1~ , 1~•,1tor 
,, . .,,. . . ,j),.,.,,.. ... ,. ,1 .. -, ffllN IM-
!;":,'";:7;...";..::~~!:;;. ",!~~';!,cv ~ !;,.':; ~ 
11"•tdh,..,...,;>,,;,r•ndn1u-.1,n. ,.-;._.,..,..,,u 
_..,....,,/1>11.,..numt•-, 
'>q.(dit or _ l,_ !"'=1£~:~ c.,J,•:o~ 
',por h(dlT or f 1,il/' =~~,~~~: M f!Jt i:;•~ 
l ~u k, Ad,i...,, ~
And the 
winner is. 
Pictured are a few of the 
lllullmt•designed USU 
logos reviewed by a panel 
of llludents and staff. 
Their choice was the 
uorlginal'' new logo , 
shown in the center. 
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After reviewing alternative ideas, USU stays with original choice 
By CRAIG LAROCCO 
editor 
A committee created to review and choose a 
new logo for USU has come to its decision . 
According to William Lye, Vice President for 
Uruversity Relations, "a logo was chosen earlier, 
but at the request of David Chambers, the 
ASUSU President, we re-opened consideration to 
allow students to submit alternative designs. 
''Five individuals proposed ideas (three were 
employed by either Graphic Services or the Sign 
Shop). We had hoped for more interest from the 
g,moral student body ," lye said. 
Randy Hale. who works at the Sign Shop , was 
one of the five people who submitted a logo 
sketch. 
"I appla4d the administration's attempt," Hale 
said. "They opened up and gave the students a 
chance to show our thoughts of what the 
school logo should lean toward. 
Lye said the designs submitted were "reviewed 
by a committee consisting of David Chambers , 
Gwen Haws, production editor _of Editorial 
Services, J.R. Allred, director of Information 
Services, and Richard Clawson , production 
coordinator of Graphic Services. After 
considerable discussion with me they concluded 
that the abstract design of the Old Main tower 
was the best choice. The administration concurs 
and that design is now the official logo of Utah 
State University." 
Hale said he saw only one problem with the 
logo "that 's more adaptable." 
He said one way to solve any logo problem 
would be to have an administration logo and one 
that leaned more toward campus affairs. 
'T here are a lot of groups on campus that 
readily identify with the bull and the Aggies.'" 
Hale said. "An administrative logo is needed, but 
a mascot -type logo is needed, too - a logo for 
the school. The new logo, the Old Main, 
represents the administration but not the bull 
and the Aggies." 
Whatever the case, USU's logo is now official. 
Dean Lye said, "We hope the entire university 
community will support the use of the new logo 
to give a positive identificati on to the university 
for the future." 
Panel looks at drunk driving statistics, offers solutions 
lyTOM BRENNAN 
llaffwrlter 
Drug and Alcohol Program; Sergeant the statistics of drunk driving. week's programs) have misunderstood 
the point. We haven 't told you not to 
drink. But if you do decide to drink , 
just make a conscious, aware choice." The Alcohol and Substance Abuse 
at USU came to an end last 
in the Sunburst lounge with a 
dilcussion entitled ·1s there a 
problem and if so how can we 
r--.ltoit7'" 
1\e panel was as diversified as the 
lldtjed, The panelists included Jan 
Becon. USU campus alcohol awareness 
......ior, Jan Pearce, a professor of 
'-llh, physical education and 
l9Cl'lldon: Courtney Henrie, the 
dindor of Bear River Social Services 
Richard Hendricks, of the Logan 
Police Department; Dave Guymore, a 
student drinker; Renae Rainey a 
student nondrinker; John Vanderford, 
a spokesman for Remove Intoxicated 
Drivers (RID) program located in 
Logan; Sharon Smock-Hoffman, the 
director of the USU Women's Center. 
Lisa Dunnebacke mediated the panel. 
The panel, which had four people 
who drink, was not concerned with 
people drinking too much, just as 
long as they make an "info rmed 
choice" on their drinking, according 
to Bacon. The panel also discussed 
The statistices the panel used for 
their concern over the drunk driver 
were provided by the National 
Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration and the National 
Safety Council. The statistics showed 
that one out of 50 drivers are drunk 
during the week; one out of 10 
drivers are drunk during the 
weekend; one out of five drivers have 
been drinking during the weekend. 
Reflecting back over the week, 
Bacon said "A lot of people who have 
responded negatively (toward the 
The panel gave some suggestions 
on how the drunk driver can leave 
the bar and get home in safety - call 
somebody in the police department, a 
RID sponsor or even a friend to come 
and take you home. 
Bacon summed up the problem of, 
drunk driving saying, "Prior planning 
prevents poor performance," and if 
this practice is followed religiously , 
the statistics on the drunk driver will 
stop being alarming. 
Changes in campaigning outlined by ASUSU 
Ir WENDY WEA VER 
...... 
=
Slatlenls may have noticed some changes in elec-
wllh the start of primary campaigning today. 
... change is probably the restriction of all 
~ materials to campus. 
_:.,Al only logical," said AS USU President Dave :'I-~ "11 ii a university-sponsored activity so ~ on campus. Having elections cam-
aff campus is like restricting the Logan ci-
campaigns to the USU campus." 
-.Uty residents haw complained in 
• have created traffic hazards and 
~ to the community, he said. 
wiD be Improved because candidates 
lo J>Ubllcize their ideas better and get 
die atudonts here on campus," Mike 
caaunittft chairman said. ··1t will 
also be less of an annoyance to the city of Logan. 
It will be easier to police the election campaigning 
this year. Since everything is limited to certain 
areas, we (the elections committee) have more 
guidelines to follow to make the elections as fair as 
possible." 
"All outdoor signs and posters shall be restricted 
to designated campus areas only," according to the 
1984 elections by-laws. This does not apply to win-
dows within private rooms, apartments or vehicles 
within UP or metered parking areas. 
Candidates have been supplied with a map that 
will indicate the exact locations that signs can be 
placed . 
Campaigning in USU housing buildings will also 
be limited this year. Candidates will only be allow-
ed to campaign door-to-door during the week of 
primaries. During the week of final elections, 
special forums will be set up in the dorms in which 
the candidates will be able lo speak to all the 
residents al once. · 
Voting for primary elections will be on April 6. 
Winners of the primary elections will be announced 
this year at a dance April 6 between 9 and 10 p.m. 
Those winners will compete in the final elections 
on April 11 and 12. 
Students running for senator will not be allowed 
a display table during the final elections this year, 
Chambers said. 
The reason for this change is to decrease the 
number of candidates crowding the SC and to 
allow the candidates running for senator to work 
with their own college where the voters are. 
"Some senators have indicated that their time 
would be more profitably spent in the confines of 
their own college," he said. 
Senators will be allowed two signs in the 
academic building of their choice, excluding the 
library and SC. 
••• TlooUIMSO.- M_,Ap,tl>, , ... 
01.)iniol\, _____ _ 
1 
Second language ~ 
emerging as a necessity 
The necessity of learning a second language in to-
day's society is becoming more apparent and USU 
students should feel obligated - if not soon forced 
- to pursue a second tongue. 
Many job applications are asking for second 
language experience and learning another language 
also helps aid in understanding other people and 
their cultural traits. Jaime Cantarovici, a USU 
Spanish professor, said the Hispanic community in 
the United States is continually rising, not only in 
the Southwest, New York, Florida and California 
but in Utah and, more importantly, Cache Valley. 
"Stat istics show that the Hispanic community is 
growing at such a pace," he says, "that if it con-
tinues as projected, Spanish-speaking people will 
soon be the largest minority in the United States." 
In all foreign-speaking communities in the United 
States, the people have banded together because 
they want to maintain some of their cultural 
heritage. 
Cantarovici said from learning languages, one can 
be made more aware of cultural !«fits and find it 
easier to deal with and understand people from dif-
ferent lands - something that everyone could use a 
little more of. 
Real world is here 
The expression, "Wa it until you get into the real 
wo rld," seems to be a favorite on college campuses. 
Students hear it when a professor is trying to get his 
peint across after a deadline or assignment has been 
missed. They'll say something like this: " You' ll 
never get away with that in the real world." 
Well, in the real world, people have real pro-
blems, they read real newpapers and real books, 
meet real deadline s, go to real movi es, eat real food 
and spend real money. 
What 's different, then, from the world and the 
wo rld in which we're inl At the university we read 
real literature, face real problems and spend real 
money. Our campus is made up of real grass, real 
building s, real sidewalks, real administration and, 
generally speaking, real students. 
The real world is here on campus, and after 
graduation the real wo rld is there, too. So next tim e 
you hear, " Wait until you get into the real world, " 
or say to yourself, " Wait until I get into the real 
world," stop and realize, you are there. 
~tter5 ______ ~ 
Mendes tells attackers to move to Russia 
To the editor: 
Like I expected, a small 
vocal minority of USU students 
(four out of 10,000, or .0004 
percent) used the li beral bias of 
the media to attack my lette, to 
The Utah Statesman last 
qua rter when I defended 
Ame rican values against Kho-
meini. 
If these leftists don't like 
American values, or the way 
the president runs the country, 
or my letters they can move to 
Russia and see how they like it 
there, because the silent ma-
jo rity of Americans support s 
both the president and me. 
You can tell that because they 
never co mplain , unlike these 
loud-mo uth lefti sts. 
Take, for example, Centra l 
America. They say ou r friends 
in the Guatamalan and El 
Salvadoran armie s kill 
thousands of civilians w ith 
their " death squads." First, 
that's a leftist lie . Second, 
they're exagerating - the 
squads killed less this year than 
in the same quarter last year, so 
the trend is down. (Reader's 
Digest, Aug. 23). Third, they 
kill mostly the types that 
usually go commun ist, like 
students and union organ izers, 
except when they make 
mistakes because they're not 
sure who they're killing . 
And anyway, why do liberals 
only pick on our friends in the 
Free World? Why don't they 
ever criticize socialist coun-
tries like Sweden? 
Left i st-sympathizing 
Americans tell us 10 " mind our 
own business" in Central 
Americ<1, as if we don't have 
plenty of business down there . 
They won' t admit that lots of 
troublemakers in El Salvador 
and Guatemala want to change 
their l egally-proclaimed 
governments even though 
thes e governments proteo 
both rich and poor eQU,!lly 
from any sudden changes 111 
wealth. These revoluIional)· 
troublemakers would then 
force all kinds of socialized 
medi ci ne , sani tation and 
literacy on the peasants, ll151_ 
like they did in Nicauragua. Ir
we lei them get away with 1~ ~ 
will spread like a row of falling 
dominoes to other places, hle 
Mexico and Detroit, .... here 
peop le don't know how IUO" 
they are now. Even U.S. ((l(ll-
panies like Chiquita and Dole 
could get hurt, and if you can~ 
see how this will hurt I~ 
American people, you don 
know much about poh11cs. 
LloydM•"°" 
I F ~oiilthe :Jfip _______________ :::::i 
Most regular readers of The Statesman have un• 
doubtedly noticed a preponderan ce of American Civil 
Liberties Union.related stories appearing in the 
publication of late. And the astute readers among this 
group, in addition to those who also read the Logan 
Herald Journal and the Deseret News, have realized 
there is con trove rsy surround ing these articles. 
of hiring practices. The Statesman article had said the 
letter contained "a llegation s" of impropriety in the 
university's hiring practices. 
vol1· 
hiring at USU {since they had been intimately~ thal 
ed in last year's OFCCP investigation) and fou ()!if' 
they were in the process of drafting a letter IO wpPh 
in regard to the issue. The ACLU refused 10 a pa".· 
Murph y with a copy of the leller , but gave himtheiaf' 
tion of a newsletter sent to ACLU members in 
The trouble started with an article in the March 7, 
1964, Statesman which said the Cache Valley chapter 
of the ACLU had " issued new allegations" of 
religious discrimination in hiring practices in USU 's 
centra l administration. 
The response from the AC LU was to issue a press 
release charging The Statesman wit h "cre ating - as 
opt:X>Sed to reporting - a story." And to suppo rt their 
assertion, the ACLU produced a copy of a letter they 
sent to USU President Stanford Cazier on the subject 
The letter , in fact, did not contain any such 
''a llegation s.'' 
So, it's time to set the record straight on a cou ple of 
things - to tell some peoplP. they screwed up and 
more importantly let the readers of The Statesman 
know what happened. 
In a effort to put together a fo llow-up story on last 
year's investigatio n of USU by the Office of Federal 
Con tract Comp liance Program on the subject of 
religious discrimination in hiring practic es, Brent 
Israelsen (then the editor of The Statesman) sent staff 
writer Paul Murphy out to see if USU was still in com-
pliance with federal regulations. 
Murphy went to the ACLU seeking their opinion on 
of 1983 which dealt with the subject. 
ACLU representativ e who gave him 
maintained the letter to Cazier said 
same thing . ded ,,d 
The text of the newsletter is strongly wor ~,rig 
the casual reader might think they have beefl rs »id 
allegations directed at USU, but staff wrll\,eSw 
editors should not be casual readers when it co 
relating potentially sensitive inform ation . 
(continued Ofl patt 61 
J 
-, 
Turnst_yle5, __ _ 
[ 
My favorite letters 
Editor's note: Turnstyles is a weekly column in which a 
member of USU's faculty or staff is invited to express an 
opinion of his or her choice. Dennis Hinkamp is the consumer 
information writer for Information Services. 
My favorite forms of expression are letters to the editor and 
satire. II is sad that writing letters to the editor has become a 
lost art. II isnne of the few places where totally free expression 
is allowed. If you can inject a little humor, all the better. I hope 
you enjoy a few of my favorites: 
Dear editor: 
What's wrong with the American 
educational system? - velco shoe 
fasteners. I can remember spending two 
weeks in kindergarten learning how to 
tie my shoe laces. Now , velcro does 
that for kids. And what about telling 
time? - digital watches. Just try askig a 
kid where the I ittle and big hands are 
and they'll talk about liquid crystals and 
light emitting diods. Math - the same 
thing. Calculators do the work. So, kids 
no longer need to know how to tie their 
shoes, tell lime or add and subtract. What do we need the first 
two years of school for? 
And summer camp? Have you noticed that kids are now 
going to "computer" camps? No doubt they are roasting 
marshmallows over a microwave oven or going on hikes 
through the IBM computer plant, stopping along the way to 
1den11fy different species of microchips. 
What is happening to kids? The other day I asked a 10-year-
old 1f he wanted to play a game with me and he tried to stick a 
quarter in my ear and use my nose as a control knob. 
l)Nr editor: 
As the Utah representative of ACE (Agricultural 
Communicators in Education), I attended the annual 
conference held in Mississippi last summer. As part of the 
festivities, they held a two-mile ACE race. 
Having been a collegiate trackman, I easily won the race 
and was presented a trophy at the conference awards banquet. 
In acceptance, I said: "I know a lot of you out there are 
surprised that I won the race. I know this because I've been 
eavesdropping on you. I've heard several of you say, 'That guy 
from Utah isn't too swift."' 
Dur editor: 
I recently heard from a reliable source close to the National 
Enquirer and confirmed by a janitor al the 60 Minutes studio 
that ii is Japan, not Russian, that we should fear. 
There has been an insidious plot brewing for 20 years to 
undennine the social fiber of the U.S. 
For 20 years, nearly every television set in the U.S. has been 
either made in Japan or contains critical parts from there. 
ApParently, the Japanese have built tiny bombs into all the TVs 
and TV parts. The charges won't hurt anyone, but are just 
powerful enough to disable the TV . 
. When the time is right, Japan will push the bullon and 
S1muhaneously knock out 98 percent of all the TVs in 
America. Why the plot? 
Well, over the past 20 years they have been conditioning 
, Americans to watch an average of six hours of TV daily. By 
doing so, Americans have effectively forgotten how to use 
their mouths and minds. So, when all the TVs blow up, 
Americans will be faced with six hours per day of forced 
interaction with each other. 
Can you imagine the horror? It's not a pretty picture. 
Husbands and wives will have to talk, people will have to 
~<:!pate in, rather than watch sports, and children will be 
~ lo play non-,,lectronic games with each other. In short, 
•oac'll be rioting in the home. 
~dun~ weeks, Japan figures, Americans will be on their 
..__ beggmg for a Sony. Japan will be able to move in amidst 
'""chaos and take over the country. 
,_~,not too late, though, we can still stop this satanic plot by 
_,,ng to talk to each other now. So, give your brain and 
:::, some jazzercise. Talk to a spouse, friend or neighbor 
ClllrPrllb 
... 
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Films Doily• TSC Theater 
Sharpen a skill ... Solve a problem ... 
celebrate the season ... By joining a group. 
MATH ANXIETY PP.EVENT/OH WOMEN'S SELF-DEFENSE 
Mon. 1 ,30 -3 ,3o HERPES HELP GROUP Mary Pitts DIAP. Y MAGIC 
Tues. 12 •30 · 2 •30 DY Planned Parenthood Wed . 3 ,3o · 5 ,oo Undo Darnes 
Thurs. 10,00 - 12,00 753 _0724 begins April 4 Wed. 12,30 _ 2,00 
SCIENCE ANXIETY PREVENTION FOR WOMEN OVER 35 begins April 4 
Wed. 1 •3 0 - 3 ,3o DEG/NH/HG ASSERTIVENESS ponsored by Helpline 
Thurs. 3 ,00. 5 ,00 Dr. Joan Kleinke 752-3964 LOVE AHO STILL DE IHDEPEHDEH 
Thurs 2,30 • 4,30 Undo Moore 
begins April 5 call for info. 7 53- 7 596 
Coll for info and sign-up • USU WOMEN'S CENTEP, • 750-1728 
BIPPT BODI PIICII 
ILL NIGBT MONDIT 
1:tl TO CLOIIIO 
NIW8APPT 
BOOIPIJCU f3·6 DAILYJ 
APRIL 11 & 5 
sn PITCBH 
llDOOLAU 
&SOBOHLU 
580 MIX 
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'Placement :N,ews New job postings for students and spouses include: Kesearch aide - biological field 
work, 40 hours a week, 4 to 5 
month. Clerical (.SO wpm), 9 a.m. to 
1 p.m. or l to 5 p.m., 20 hrs . a 
week. Temporary secretary, 40 hrs. a 
week. 
BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY 
INTI:RVI EWS 
April 3 The Bon (BS) Liberal 
Arts. 
April J-4 - K•Mart any maior. 
April 4 U.S. Nuclear Reg. 
Comm. EE. ME, 
Health , Radiation Physics. 
April 6 - Chicago Bridge and 
Iron <BS) Welding Tech 
April 11 - J.C. Penney (BS) 
Acctg, Bus. Admin 
April 12 J.C. Pennev 
EDUCATION INTERVIEWS 
April J Weber School Oi\trict 
(Ogden) Elem. Ed. Secondary Ed 
Spec. Ed., Eady Childhood, Speech 
Therapy. 
April 4 - Granite School District 
(SLC) Elem. Ed., Early Childhood., 
Speech Ed., Math, Science, Social 
Studies, English. 
April 5 Dav is School District 
(SLC area) Elem. Ed., Early 
Childhood, Math, Science, English, 
Spec. Ed., Home Ee. French, 
Automotive, Elrctronics. 
Open positions in business, 
industry, higher education, public 
-,ehools, state and federal 
government are continually arriving 
in the Placement Office. 
Monday is. 
Research aide - Range science or 
plant ecology. Editorial assistant. 
Telephone ope rator. Store clerk, 
Microbiologist, 20 hrs . a week. $4, 6 
mos. to one year. 
Assistant manager, food service, 
40 hrs. a week. Newspaper 
circulation manager. PBX long-
distance switchboa rd operato r 
Advertising sales, wages plus 
commission. 
Contact Student Employment 
Office, Old Main 13, for more 
details and other job opporlunilil.., 
Nutrition Information Day 
For information on nutrition, stop by the table on the first 
floor of the TSC. 
vComputer Diet analysis of your 
last meal 
v Find out what your ideal body 
weight should be based on height. 
v Any questions you have about 
nutrition will be answered. 
vPamphlets on nutrition 
misinformation, 
food diets, 
food fallacies. 
Sponsored by Nutrition and Food Sciences, Medical 
Dietetics program, assisted by Student Health Advisory Bd. 
Mary Cleave (Ph.D) 
Thursday, April 5, FAC 
Dr. f'IC'c1ve, a Utah State University graduate, was selected as a 
astro11c1ut candidate by NASA in May 1980. Dr. Cleave is 
assigned as a CAPCOM supporting shuttle flights. 
(Spon ored by ASUSU l!t College of Sclencel 
' 
From.the WP-___ ..:... 
(continued from page 4) 
Basic errors were made in assuming the letter to Cazier 
contained the same language and intent as the excerpt from 
the newsletter. If the editors of The Statesman had simply 
waited until they could obtain a copy of the letter to (uilr 
to confirm its content, a lot of grief might have been avoid-
ed. When the letter was released by the ACLU, it was quilt 
clear that no allegations had been made - it simply con-
tained some questions and suggestions for tightening hiriac 
procedures in USU's central administration. 
Murphy's position is understandable, to a certain extent 
His conversations with ACLU sources had been filled with 
assertions that there were indeed problems with hiring prac 
tices in central administration and most probably actual 
discrimination on the basis of religion when it comes to hir,. 
ing. But in composing a story on the subject, only infOffl'llo 
tion which is attributable and substantiated can be included 
Attributing allegations to a "handout" is questionable. at 
best. 
This is where the editors failed. There was a story in the 
fact that the ACLU was suggesting changes in hiring pro-
cedures, but The Statesman story exaggerated the facts inl 
allegations of wrongdoing which simply did not exist, Tho 
fact that this was published in the newspaper is solely the 
fault of the editors . 
Now that I've beaten The Statesman editors senseless for 
their errors, I'd like to say a thing or two to the ACLU: 
Next time an anxious reporter and editor contact you 
about information they can't possibly get until you give 1t 
to them - say "no." 1 hate to advocate tight lips, bul you 
helped dig your own grave on this one. Be a bit more pru-
dent with your information , especially when dealing with 
inexperienced reporters and editors who sometimes lack 
dedication to thoroughness. 
But you did learn quickly , the press release attacking 
Statesman was deserved and served its purpose well. Tht 
hatchet job the Herald Journal did on this newspaper 
without so much as a chance to let the editors or writtr 
pond was effective, I'm sure. But then, that wasn't the 
ACLU's fault, or intent for that matter. It just goes to"-
that student editors aren't the only ones who slip oner ma 
while. 
Mon -Tues 
~ 
TOUGH. TENDER. TODAY 
Wed- Sat 
CHINATOWN 
■ld11lght ■1111 
WATCH! for ELNA'S 
If ad is in sideways - show Is 
If ad is in upside down - shoW 
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~ Cougs vs. Hoyas 
Akeem's overtime mistake 
offset by OT free throws 
SEA TILE (AP) - Houston's Akeem Olajuwon may be 
the most dominating center in college basketball, but his 
coach says he still has a lot to learn about the game. 
Olajuwon, the 7-foot junior from Nigeria, nearly turned 
from hero to goat in the final seconds of overtime in the 
fifth-ranked Cougars' 49-47 Final Four semifinal victory 
over Virginia Saturday. 
Akeem still has a problem with knowing the strategy of 
basketball," Houston head coach Guy Lewis said. "l don't 
mind telling you that." 
Olajuwon, who made two free throws with 2:30 left in 
overtime to tie the score, threw up a five-foot air ball with 
34 seconds to play and his team leading by two points. But 
Rickie Winslow grabbed the shot and dunked to make the 
margin four, enough for the Cougars to win. 
There are probably 25,000 American player s who would 
have known to throw that ball out," Lewis said. "But he 
was trying to shoot it." 
Olajuwon, who finished with 12 points and a game-high 
1: rebounds, said he was worried in the final stages of the 
game, "l was scared when l looked at the clock, but l didn 't 
think we'd lose. In overtime I was very nervous and happy 
:hat I made those two free throws. When I concentrate, I 
c.:n make them." 
Reid Gettys, Houston 's 6-7 guard, said he passed up too 
:nany outsi~e shots in the first half, letting \Q..rginia swarm 
ttround Ola1uwon, as an early eight-point Hotiston lead 
shrank to two by the half. 
I took only seven," Gettys said. "l should have taken 
about seven more. That's my job. If they back off, I've got 
to shoot it.' 
Lewis insisted he wasn't at all discouraged with the tight 
victr.,1ry for his heavily favored team, which is trying to 
dvenge last ~ason's 54-52 last-second upset loss to North 
Carolina State in the NCAA championship game. 
''111 guarantee you I'm not disappointed in the point 
,pread," Lewis said. "We were trying to win a basketball 
game. A two-point win is just as good as a 40-point win 
after it's over. 
'1 told our team this morning it would probably be a 
::-~• three-point game and that they'd better be ready for 
Michael Young, who led the Cougars with 17 points, was 
ushered out of the locker room after the game to be told 
that his older brother had been slightly wounded in a 
lhootlllg accident Friday in Houston. 
The brother, James Earl, was grazed in the head and is 
not hoopitalized, Lewis said. 
Cats' anemic FG shooting 
sends Georgetown to final 
T
~~E (AP) - Everything is relative in basketball. 
'.':""'II badly in the first half of his team's NCAA 
~l game against Kentucky, Georgetown coach John 
,mompson found hnnself with his 7-foot center Patrick Ew-~ saddled with three personal fouls. ' 
~ to~t rd take the 10 (point deficit) and try the se-
-'· :'1f, said Thompson. "l thought I'd take the 10 and 
,..y wtth the big fellow in the second half. " 
by Instead, the Hoyas went into the dressing room trailing M••"""' after outscoring Kentucky 7-2 over the final three 
•-:••tes of the first half. ~ felt pretty good down seven points," said Michael 
liad , who led Georgetown scorers with 12 points. 'We 
r.-,!'lay~ awful, not our brand of basketball , and we 
lllables"" d have Patrick back in there in the second half. He 
With E !0 extend our defense and play the ball tougher. " 
what wmg back, Georgetown went on a tear, turning 
.....::: waw a 27-15 deficit into a 45-31 lead. The Hoyas 
,. the,,_ Kentucky 30-4 to tum the game around, and 23-2 
.,. i:...~~t 16 minutes of the second half. 
_;;"'11 played all but 30 seconds of the second half and 
.,,__~ up another personal foul. 
111aii;->' Bli1! came at me, but we played such great defense 
wasn t as effective," Ewing said. 
(continued on page 8) 
Reaching for distance 
at Wildcat Invitational 
USU long jumper Jared Titensor, a freshman 
from Sky View High School, competes in the 
Wildcat Invitational, held Saturday in Ogden. 
Both the women's and men's teams from Utah 
State finished third. Tim Rasm11sSt11 photo 
USU track teams third at WSC 
By PAUL JONES 
sports writer 
OGDEN - Utah State's men 's and 
women's track teams each posted third-
place finishes in the Wildcat Invitational 
held Saturday at Weber State College. 
In the men's division it was BYU's depth 
which proved to be the factor in winning 
the title with 89 points. Host Weber State 
was second with 56 points, followed by 
Utah State with 43 points. 
In the women's division , Weber State 
defended its title of a year ago, edging out 
runner-up BYU 78 to 77.5, with Utah State 
coming in third with 35 points. 
Recording first-place finishes for the 
men's team included Theod is Windham in 
the 200 meters with a time of 21. 77, Greg 
Long in the 1,500 meters with a time of 
3:54.99 and the mile relay team, which one 
the most exciting event of the day for the 
Aggies, as senior Shawn Mecham came 
from almost 20 yards back to edge BYU 
with a time of 3,21.20. 
Aggie women first-place finishers were 
Denise Pidcock in the 400 meters , Kristina 
Ponton in the 100-meter hurdles , Helena 
Johnsson in the 200 meterc: and the mile 
relay team, which set a new meet record 
with a 3,57 clocking. 
The Aggies will be home Saturday for 
the Faldmo Invitational at Maughan Track 
Stadium. 
(for complete results, see page 8) 
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Kansas City holds off Jazz rail 
exec. V.P. 
~\et 
C\\~~ 
Experience 
(backed with guts) 
.. 
Pi Kappa Alpha 
Pikes on the Move 
Spring Rush 
Wed. 4th Videos 
Thurs. 5th 60's Night 
Fri. 6th Beach BBQ 
For more information call John at 
752-4249 or 752-0819 
or come by the House 
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KANSAS CITY, Mo. (AP) 
- Reggie Theus poured in 22 
points and Eddie Johnson ad-
ded 19 as the Kansas City 
Kings held off a late rally to 
edge the Utah Jazz 105-103 in 
a National Basketball 
Association game Saturday 
night. 
LaSalle Thompson's basket 
with 33 seconds remaining in 
the contest gave the Kings a 
105-102 lead, and Utah's only 
response was a free throw by 
Darrell Griffith in the final 
seconds . 
Weber State 
track results 
OGDEN - The results of 
Saturday's Wildcat Invita-
tional, held at Weber State: 
WOMEN'S RESULTS 
T earn results - 1, Weber 
State , 78. 2, BYU, 77.5. 3, 
Utah State, 35. 4, College of 
Southern Idaho, 26. 5, Ricks, 
24. 6, Utah, 20. 7, Southern 
Utah State College, 7. 8, 
Northwest Nazarene, 4 .5. 
5,000-meter run - 1. Jill 
Molen-Koeven (UU), 
17:17.32; 2. Liz Lynch 
(Ricks); 3. Suzi Tanner 
(BYU); 4. Jackie Dowdy 
(WS); 5. Mary Losensky 
(WSl. 
440-yard relay - 1. Weber 
State (Valynn Spafford, 
Shirley K. Wilcots, Tammy 
Coombs, Connie 
Washington), 47. 70; 2. BYU; 
3. College of Southern Idaho; 
4. Utah; 5. Northwest 
Naz,uenP. 
Javelin - 1. Niki Nye 
(WS), 151-7.5; 2. Catherine 
Zuniga (BYU); 3. Jane 
(continued on page IO) 
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Also ... 
12,30 Mark Littman 
"Halley's Comet" 1:': 20 
April 3 Dr. 5mock,Hoffman, USU prof .. 'Women in Science: 12,30 ¾ 
Dr Isenhour, future Science Dean , The Future is Science, 2,30 ,i>O> 
'ti'.«!. Dove Coleman Shuttle And 11,00am Eccles 
April 4 Thlokol Co•-• Audlto,lum 
Dr. 11.udy II.Nd Fo,enslc 12,00 pm Eccles 
Forensic M.«llclne Medicine Auditorium 
Dr, John 'tl'ooc:1 11.obotla 1,30pm Eccles 
Artltlclol Limbs Audlt0<lum 
and 11.obotla 
Thurs, Mory Oeove 
AfH.5 Ast-I 
N.A,S.A. 12,30pm Kent 
Concert Holl 
Dave Robisch, acquired as 
a free agent Saturday, grabb-
ed a game-high 10 rebounds 
for the Kings. He was releas-
ed by the San Antonio Spurs 
in January. 
The Jazz led 77-62 with 
5:34 remaining in the third 
quarter, but Kansas City 
outscored Utah 19-3 in the re-
mainder of the period to take 
an 81-80 lead. 
Kansas City held a nine-
point advantage, 103-94, with 
2:44 remaining but Adrian 
Dantley and Thurl Bailey 
combined for eight ~ 
points to make it 103-tat 
The Jazz led 29-25 at tht 
end of the first quarter ... 
Kansas City tied the 8lllt, 
43-43, with less than fht 
minutes to play in the f1nt 
half. However, the Jazz 
back to post a 60-53 halttm, 
lead. 
Dantley scored 30 ~ 
and Bailey added 16 lor 
Utah, 42-34. 
Thompson had 18 
for the Kings, who i 
their record to 35-40. 
Graham fills in we 
{continued from page 7) 
Georgetown set an NCAA record during the 
limiting their opponents to 39.2 percent shooting 
the field. In Saturday's semifinal, Kentucky shot 3 
in the second half, a percentage of .091. 
"I've seen us play defense before," Jackson said. 1 
know what we can do." 
Senior guard Gene Smith said: "If you look al It 
a statistical standpoint, we hadn 't done that before 
I'm not surprised. I think they were tired. If I keep 
ping in your face, it's definitely going to wear you 
down." 
When Ewing was forced to the bench with foul 
blems, Thompson substituted 6-9 freshman Michael 
Graham, who filled the big man's role nicely and 
eight points, including an emphatic slam-dunk at tht 
of the first half. 
"Graham has a lot of raw talent and ability," 
son said, "a lot of the character of Patrick. He is 
dramatic about it. He's raw, but he can be great if 
works and continues to develop." 
Thompson said he thought the game had turned 
because of a combination of good Georgetown 
and Kentucky not being as sharp as it usually is 
When Ewing went to the bench, Thompson 
kept shouting to his guards, "Be patient, be pa 
'We like to tease our enemies," he said, ··get 
happy, thinking we're going to get blown out. 
come back and get done what we have to get 
student gov 
✓formed a statewide coalition of 
student government for more 
tive lobbying 
✓reduced tuition increases 
vre-extended library hours for 
convenient access 
✓increased the unity and eff 
of campus groups through dw 
Organizational Council 
✓formed a classroom scheduling 
committee resulting In the most 
efficient use of state classroom 
✓ restlcted outdoor advertising fol: 
elections to on-campus only 
ASUSU • workln for 
USU junior pitcher Julia Ranheim, pictured 
above, turned her efforts into a 1C~8 record dur-
ing last year's softball season. The Aggies, after 
road trips through New Mexico and California, 
will open at home at 2 p.m. on Tuesday in a 
double-header against BYU. Utah State holds a 
14,,12 record going into the game. Emh Grosst p/1010 
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753-3417 
Evenings and 
REE R Weekends 
OUNSELING 
Resume Writing Service 
One-to-one interveiwing training 
Career Counseling / WPO System 
C£ets {jet Cultural 
C£ets {jet {§tis 
§ 
T/itis CJ--IoaglaI[,d 
CULTURAL V.P. 
DOMINO'S 
PIZZA 
DELIVERS™ 
FREE. 
$1.00 off any pizza 
One coupon per pizza 
Expires:4/3/ 84 
Fast, Free Delivery· 
753-8770 
IIIIJll1W_. _______ ..J!WWIJ® 
~----------------· 
Our drivers carry less 
than $20.00. 
Umlted delivery area. 
C,1983 Domlno'I Plzu, Inc. 
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Wildcat Invitational: USU's teams finish third 
continued from page 8) 
Hansen (WS); 4. Heidi Ben-
;on (Ricks) 
1,500-me ter run - 1. 
(aren Harvey (Ricks), 
1:40.28; 2. Becky Weyment 
WS); 3. Karen Van Wagenen 
BYIJ); 4. Heather Allen 
uu, 
Long jump - 1. Marie 
~iller (CS!), 18'3 4"; 2. Mel 
ones (BYU); 3. Connie 
Vashington (WS); 4. Tammy 
:oombs (WS); 5. Mary Reed 
:so. 
High jump - 1. Louri Dew 
3YU), 5-7; 2. Michelle Heb-
erd (SUSC); 3. Karyn 
ignell (NNC); 4. Endi 
chrader (BYU); 5. Margie 
ark (WS). 
100-meter hurdles - 1. 
Kristina Ponton (USU), 
15.20; 2. Lori Thayne (BYIJ); 
3. Macie Miller (CSI); 4. 
Page Sheffield (BYU); 5. 
Meren Hansen (UU). 
400-meter dash - 1. 
Denise Pidcock (USU), 57.91; 
2. Angela Knight (CS!); 3. 
Camille Davis (WS); 4. Cor-
rine Diamond (UU); 5. Rose 
Astle (WS). 
Shot put - 1. Julie Jones 
(BYIJ), 48-4.5; 2. Jackie Nor-
ton (BYU); 3. Colleen 
Hawkins (SUSC); 4. Vicky 
Powell (Unatt.); 5. Lolo 
Muitalo (Ricks). 
100-meter dash - 1. 
Shirley Wilcots (WS), 12:26; 
2. Valynn Spafford (WS); 3. 
Helena Johnsson (USU); 4. 
Connie Washington (WS); 5. 
Elaine Martin (BYU). 
800-meter run - 1. Ann 
Marie Fox (Ricks), 2:14.86; 2. 
Gwen White (USU); 3. 
Michelle Green (WS); 4. 
DeAnn Edmonston (WS); 5. 
Tanise Porter (BYU). 
400-meter hurdles - 1. 
Camille Davis (WS), 1:04.20; 
2. Mel Tolbert (USU); 3. 
Page Sheffield (BYU); 4. 
Gretchen Snyder (Ricks); 5. 
Teresa Noel (BYU). 
200-meter dash - 1. 
Helena Johnsson (USU), 
25.19; 2. Connie Washington 
(WS); 3. Valynn Spafford 
(WS); 4. Elaine Martin 
(BYIJ); 5. Corrine Diamond 
(UU). 
3,000-meter run - 1. Jill 
Molen-Koeven (UU), 
10:34.65; 2. Suzi Tanner 
(BYIJ); 3. Becky Weyment 
When girls want a vacation 
filled with fun, sun and romance, 
they go to Fort Lauderdale ... 
(WS); 4. Sona Schmidt (WS); 
5. Alicia Telzey (NNC). 
Mile relay - 1. Utah State 
(Denise Pidcock, Mel 
Tolbert, Gwen White, Helena 
Johnsson), 3:57.0; 2. Weber 
State; 3. BYU; 4. Ricks. 
Triple jump - 1. Melody 
Jones (BYU), 36-6; 2. Marie 
Miller (CSI); 3. Tammy 
Coombs (WS); 4. Sherri Col-
eman (BYIJ); 5. Rose Astle 
(WS). 
Discus - 1. Jackie Norton 
(BYU), 169-9; 2. Julie Jones 
(BYIJ); 3. Athena Kepas 
(BYIJ); 4. Andre Wade (CS!); 
5. Becky Sodenkamp (WS). 
MEN'S RESULTS 
Team Totals - 1. BYU 
(89.5); 2. Weber State (56.5); 
3. Utah State (43); 4. Ricks 
7i{lj)~ ~~~!(]@ 
Where all your dreams come true ~ 
STARTS FRIDAY, APRIL 6 AT A THEATRE NEAR YOU. 
(34); 5. SUSC (28); 6. Utah 
(22); 7. Southern Idaho (5) 
3,000-meter steeplecha. 
1. Clark Roberts (WS), 
9:19.7; 2. Darin Williams 
(WS); 3. Dale Cable (IJUI: 
Robert Naylor (SUSC); S 
Alfred Joe (UU). 
Shot put - 1. Soren 
Tallhem (BYIJ), 58-10 3 
Anders Nyberg (Ricks), 
Peter Ljuwg (Ricks); 4, 
Atterbury (WS); 5. John 
Elliott (CS!). 
440-yard relay - 1. 
(Brad Jackson, Peter 
Paul Scarlet, Walt Ha 
41.3; 2. Weber State; 3 
SUSC; 4. Utah; 5. CSI 
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SC Movie director Don Jones stands besid e the antiquated projectors in th e SC Theater projection room . Jone s an d a group of stud ents select all movies. 
How do SC movies make it to student screen? 
By DONALD PORTER 
staff writer 
As you inspect a list of the SC movies to be 
shown each quarter, have you ever wondered just 
who selects those films? Is it some dyed-in-the-
wool, hard-core film student? 
You can almost hear the drama and film faculty 
screaming their response: "Most definitely not! It 
must surely be a group of waterheads who aren't 
serious about film in the least. " 
Actually, the people who do the choosing don't 
fit into either category - serious or otherwise. 
They're people from very different backgrounds 
and possessing opposing tastes in movies. These 
people are fans of movies; those works of cinema 
which usually operate on the mass-audience level 
rather than the highbrow. You know, the Mann 
Theaters as compared to the Blue Mouse. 
. Don Jones, whose specific job title is a little up 
1n the air these days (we'll call him SC movie 
~!rector for lack of anything else - he seemed to 
ltke that one), is the man at USU who runs the 
show - and quite often the projectors - when it 
tomes to SC movies. His small office in the 
Projection booth of the SC Auditorium /Theate r is 
the center of all activity related to scheduling each 
quarter's group of films. 
A number of film companies send their catalogs 
~d lists to Jones , hoping he'll do business with 
em. But he indicated he'll only do business with 
~ur of the companies: Films Incorporated , Swank, 
~Mand a fourth company which deals only in 
, encan and foreign film classics. 
'We've had problems in the past with other 
tornpariies," he said. "Like the time we rented a 
lllovie for about $375 and then got stuck with 
~other $400 for shipping costs. That kind of thing 
,an really screw up your budget." 
:i (.1"d other factors can also w reak havoc on the 
e 1cate budget of the SC movies, the most 
rnportant of which being empty theaters. Je capacity for any given performance is 300, 
: Jones'. but winter quarter saw more than its 
r:,' of disappointment s at the box office. Blue 
nder and Vacation both did poorly, even 
though they were run on weekends, and two 
midnight movies , Poltergeist and T'1e Four 
Seasons, failed to do their expected business. 
Jones said the hike in the price of admission this 
year (last year it was $1, this year it's $1.50) has 
helped the financial situa tion a great deal. "Last 
year they held the line at $1 and ran an $8,000 
deficit. This year, even though the attendance is 
down a little, we're making ITloney." Even though 
the prospect for making a profit seems a bit 
brighter now, the pressure to find good movies that 
people want to see is still a priority. 
This was not , however, the only concern as the 
student "selection committee" gathered at The 
Factory to pour over the various film catalogs and 
promotion material in an effort to define some sort 
of schedule for spring quarter's movies. 
The group consisted of Jones (who is also a 
student), Elna Nelson (chairperson of ST AB's 
recreation committee, keeper of the books and a 
secretary, of sorts, for the SC movies), Corinne 
Larsen and Statesman staff writer Don Porter. 
After the important business of ordering pizza 
was concluded, Jones took out a large calendar and 
began instructing all present on the procedures: 
everyone had to make sure the films rented were 
split equally between the four companies, the 
pricing limit on a Monday-Tuesday run was to be 
$300 and the Wednesday-Saturday limit was 
$500-600 (or more in certain cases). 
It quickly became evident that timid participants 
in the process would be left behind. Jones put out a 
call for the first movie of the coming quarter and 
the Statesman contingent piped up with the 
suggestion of Oscar contender Tender Mercies. 
"Price and company?" Jones asked as he wrote the 
title on his calendar. 
And that was it. It was that easy to get a movie 
on the list. 
A few more quick responses like that one and 
the battle lines began to take sha pe. When the 
Statesn1a,1 representative offered up King of 
Comedy there were puzzled looks from around the 
table. But there was an opportunity for elaboration 
and the proposal was finally accepted. 
Larsen, an advocate for PG-rated films, then 
began to lobby in earnest. "Tex," she said, and 
promptly received an insolent glare from the filthy-
minded Stalesman writer. 
"C'1i11atown" was the answer to Tex, and all 
seemed to think that would be a good one. 
It soon became apparent that all this selection 
business seemed to be taking place a bit off-the-
cuff. But the reasoning is that when you are 
presented with literally hundreds of films to choose 
from, it's easy to come up with a good list in a 
short time. 
The competitive banter went back and forth in 
similar fashion for the duration, with Nelson 
eventually allying herself on the side of the warped 
and depraved. 
And the alliance paid off. Films like Educating 
Rita. Lifeboat. Para/ax View and Flight of tlte 
Phoenix made it onto the list, along with many 
other good films and more recent releases. 
The next step in the process was to check the 
availability of the proposed movies and then to run 
them under the watchful eye of Gary Chambers, 
director of the SC, and Randy Jensen, assistant 
director of student activities, for their approval. 
If these two OK the list - and they almost 
always do, according to Jones - the films are 
ordered, lists are drawn up and printed and ad 
campaigns are planned in order to persuade 
students to see the movies. 
The quality of the screenings have been 
questionable at times, Jones said. He attributes this 
to the fact that the projection booth is filled with 
vintage equipment (circa 1956), archaic wiring and 
problems with the quality of some prints. But he 
added that he hopes to improve the situation by 
obtaining a "platter" system to aid in the projection 
process, which eliminates the need for constant 
switching between projectors. 
So, the process is slightly complicated and time-
consuming on the paperwork end, and all for 
naught if the audiences turn fickle and don 't attend 
a movie that should do well, Jones said. But as 
long as there are students selecting the films for 
other students, the odds are good. 
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A Better Method:Evelyn Wood. 
FREE CLASSES 
Today only 
1:30 3:00 4:30 
Rm . 510 Res idence 
Center 
~Evelyn__.. 
Reading Dynam· 
/entertainer Kevin Schaumleffle will offer three self-hypnosis seminars in April. The 
USU lhldent says hypnosis can help people overcome self-destructive habits . 
Cedn'c N. Chatterley photo 
ypnosis serves as self-_motivator 
OU have to think like a successful person 
• successful person, and, with the help 
ypnosis, you can go through the 
In YoUr mind to the subconscious and 
It, according to hypnotist Kevin 
the fear of talking in front of people. 
Everyone has done hypno sis, he said. 
Getting down to the basics, all hypnosis is, is 
attention and relaxation. Anybody can 
hypnotize somebody else, he said. "All you 
have to do is make the person believe in you, 
tell them to look in your eyes, (the eyes have 
nothing to do with it, it's the concentration), 
count to five, and 'boom ' they are out. 
''You can't be hypnotized unless you have a 
strong belief in it. A positive mental attitude 
also has a lot to do with it, but PMA also 
needs the reinforcement of something else." 
Hypnosis deals with stress, and stres, is 
why most people pick up habits such as 
smoking. Hypnosis can help individuals 
overcome smoking or over ea ting, bl.lt a 
person has to believe in himself , said 
Schaumleffle. "If you believe in yourself, you 
can get whatever you want out of life," he 
said. 
Schaumleffle conducts eight-hour self-
hypnosis seminars to improve individual 
confidence and memory. A free conditioning 
tape is also included in the $75 seminar 
dealing with positive suggestions. 
Schaumleffle helps individuals with 
suggestions, but individuals can also give 
their own. They, however , have to relate to 
what they are telling themselves and not use 
any escape methods. 
(continued on page 14) 
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HASS MAJORS 
HASS 'Professor of the Year' Election 
Vote for your favorite professor in your dept. 
Voting Stations - near the offices of your dept. 
(Languages & Philosophy stations - ask your 
professors or call the dept.) 
, ~ , . ..... . ,~, ..... 41 ..... ,1 ~,1~1 ..... ,1 ~11 ...... 
I The original- f 
i i 
, • AZTEC COPY, INC. I 
' '" 521 North Main ' I Logan I 
I 1s2-1202 t 
! 100 Copies per Original $3.00 ' I olrset•press quality I 
i I i .. .it can't be duplicated! I 
1~1 .... ,, ..... ,1 ..... ,.-., , .... 1, ,_.,,._ ,, .... ,, .... , 
AsYOU 
We are now offering 
an evening 
dermatology clinic 
for the convenience 
of students. 
acne - age spots - psoriasis 
warts - moles - blemishes 
skin cane 
Dr. Robert Morris 
550 East 1400 North Suite J 
(next to Hospital) 753-0618 
Local Office Hours: 
All day Tues, Thurs, and Sat 
Tues evenings 6-9 
~ 
Western 
SwinE Class 
Career opportunities with 
~mc::11.- .....  The Saving Place SM 
Contact the Career 
Planning and Placement Office 
Evening Meeting April 2 
7:30 
Room404SUB 
all Business Students Invited. 
Interviews will be held April 3 & 4 
for their Management Trainee 
Program. Business and Liberal Arts 
Majors may sign up. 
Sign-ups began Feb. 21. 
E11ualopporrv,.11y11mp/oyer 
The Arden Trio, quoted as being "n ot a piano trio at al.L but a 
single musical instrument, " will perform Tuesday, April 3 at 
Trio to perform 8 p.m. in the Eccles Conference Center Auditorium. A 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . pre-concert lecture will be given by Mildred Johnson al 7 p.m. 
-:-:-. -: .....,;.":I·~,--~-,·.;,,;,,,j,,jo:.:.:. :-:-:-:-:. :l in Room 205. Members of the trio are Gay Ruede , cello; 
: •:•: · ·: ·: ·: ·: ·:~:~ · :;;.,. '.J. : ·: j•: ·: ·: •: •: •: •: •: •: •: • Suzanne Ornstein , violin; and Thomas Schmidt, piano, 
<<Zv. >( .::::\ _:):\\):\/ Self-hypnos1·s sem1·nars ava1·Iable 
. • • • • • • • - • ' ' • • I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I i 
:I!!i!llSiff l®iiJii '·::::,:·::::.":. ~•«~ ..... 
sa id . "Individuals have to motivate 
themsl!Jves, like football players do before 
games. When the game begins, the player 
goes to tackle the enemy, he doesn 't think of 
just tackling, he thinks of burying the other 
NOW 
definite!~ 11)'().)X>e? 
71 East 1400 North 
752-4401 
Dancewear and Exerclsewear 
Best selection 
Mention this ad for free gift. 
player in the dirt. " 
Individuals are afraid to change, according 
to Schaumleffle. It is so easy to go along with 
what our subcon scious tells us. The job of 
hypnosis is to motivate the individual , but 
you have to be motivated all the time for it to 
work, he said. 
Schaumleffle uses self-hypnosis and has 
been successf ul. " I have improved my running 
potential, now with hypnosis I just bypass the 
pain," he said. 
When he races he gets behind a foster 
runner, looks at the back of the runner 's 
head, and just stares. "It's like J'm in a trance , 
but it's not a tran ce," he said. Schaumleffle 
associates well with cars, so he imagines it, 
and then he gets into a draft that carries him , 
feeling no pain , he catches up with the faster 
runner. 
Schaumleffle maximi zes his potential for 
winning. "You can bypass a lot through 
hypnosis, " he said. "I use to be timid when 
talking in front of somebody." Now he has 
overcome the fear. "A lot of it is the 
knowledge you gain, but you have to be 
willing to change , and that takes a conscioU!i 
effort ," he said. 
"You don 't erase the memory in self-
hypnosi~, " Schaumleffle said. There is also no 
black or white in hypnosis , individuals ha\'~ 
to maximize their potential and the~ have I e 
freedom and ability to do it, " he said. 
The environment has some control over us 
and over the way we respond to those 10 
controls, but an individual has the fr~om 
do such things as to lose weight. he 53_1 • 
Topics taught in Schaumleffle 's-seminars 
include: theory of mind, laws o~ 1 
suggestibility, fear, procrastinat1~n, goa orr 
setting and self hypnosis , improving mem 
and study habits, stress reduction, and 
insomnia. 
ONdline for da\,;,ified ad\ i\ two 
lllys,p,ior 10 publication, 5 p.m., ex.-
cepl on Fridc1y (for publicalion on 
Monddyl when the deadline i~ 
noon. 
Cm!;,, S2 per publication for USU 
swden1, f.)Jyable di time of \ubmi'i-
~ion. TSC Room 31 7 
Tht• Stc1!P~man re\erve<. the righl 
IO rfluse ell< cp(ance of any adver-
m,ment. 
IIRVICl!B 
STUDENT SPECIALS at the ARENA GYM. 
Weight lifting win enchance your total 
fitness. Guaranteed. THE ARENA GYM, 46 
N. 100 W. 752-1976. 
KISTIE SIMMONS 
Volunteers Vice President 
For The Better Move 
KISTIESJMMONS 
MARCUS POPE .... STUDENT RELATIONS 
V.P. 
C,IQIE VALLEY STARTERS ANO ALTER· 
NATIE "You name it. we wire it" Tired ol 1981 Suzuki GS450E, 2000 miles, wind 
111if1 ,wed off, call us first 115 South stuld, like new condition, $995. Call 
lllill.19 7531776 ~75_2_-7_41.c3_T.c;m;;... __ ___ _ 
E,iperieneed"typist. reasonable rates. Sally Contract for sale (close to campus) pool, 
752-7'13. washing machine & dryer. $150 available 
$5000 CISh loan to pay btlls or tor whatever immediately. Contact Jodi 752-6332. 
PIIJIOS8, bad credit or unemployment is no Tired of fighting the crowds for a computer 
protNm. tor inl«mation please call terminal? Access the vax at home. ZTX-11 
753-1627 anytime. computer terminal with buitl-in modem. Only 
used 1 qtr. Call 752·8817. 
!MIity dratting serviCes researchers & grad 
stuilllls. I work cheap to bask in your 
brllnl Etectro-mechanical, pIpIng. flow 
clllrll Tech-Illustration. Jon 753-3223. 
H .... WANTED 
B08ftll ADVENTURE-Explore opportunities 
cl Nllng city while working as live-In 
dllln worker. Many openings, one year 
...nnent. AtlefleFisch, Childcare Place-
• 9lrvlce, 149 Bockminster Road, 
~02146 617-566-6294. 
AND FOUND 
ANNOUNCl!MfNTB 
I' 11111k U1na1 cu ti,st Science Week 
..,._._\ho subj8c1 of Haley's 
=......, If 12:30 In Ille Eccles Con• 
iii Clolwau11orium 
...... ~ Mission Reunion on 
Ill. • 7 It 1h11 SI.C 111h wanl chuteh, 
1 111 s. 8:00 10:30 p.m. All 1he 
::::,111111 - are coming so be 
l'OIIIAl.a 
Apartment contract for sale, 1 male room-
mate needed, $75.00 deposit, $75.00 per 
month. Act now and pay, no renl unitl April 
10, 6 man apartment. Call Ted at 
7533853. 
For sale: Yamaha 400 1983. excellent 
cood. Call Linda 753-7596 eve. 
Every Tues, Wed. Th, 15 percent off with 
sh.dent ID on all sef\lice at Hollywood Beau-
ty College. We do chemical hair relaxing, G 
cul1, silk nails. Call 752·1972 
Don't miss Pl KAPPA ALPHA SPRING RUSH!! 
A~ 4, 5, 6, Wed-videos, Thur-60"s night, 
Fn. Beach B80. For more info. call John al 
752-4249 or 752-0819. 
SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL SC MOVIE TICKET-
T AKEA!!! Vote CHAIS HOAGLAND 
CULTURAL V.P. 
Chris-Cultural 
Chlis•Cultural 
Chris-Cultural 
Chris-Cultural 
WANTED: A good-looking, single, capable, 
qualified. lull of fresh ideas applicant for the 
office ol Student Relations v .P. onty MAR-
CUS POPE need apply. -People for Pope. 
ELNA NELSON 
ELNA NELSON 
Expelience Counts 
Experience Counts 
Experience Counts 
ELNA NELSON 
ELNA NELSON 
The sign of great times 
SUSAN MUNK 
for 
ACTIVITIES V.P. 
The fun continues as FIJI rush goes on. 
Come laugh with us tonight at 7:30 p.m. 
when we show sndes ol the past all are 
welcome tonight, 7:30 at the Hoose 636 E. 
500 N. BE THERE!! 
Lonely guy, looking for a good sexual part-
ner. Call 753-0775 ask for Sam. 
Lets get Cultural 
Lets gel Chris 
Lets get Cullurat 
Lets get ChriS 
CHRIS HOAGLAND-CULTURAL V.P.
To the short bakhng guy at Rocky Hooor 
who was picking up the well-hung cards. I 
want your gorgeous little stubby bod. I hope 
to meet you soon. Call 752-1693 
Stanstalion. 
Les is more Les is more!! Vote LES COOK for 
Volunteers Vice President. LES IS MORE, 
LES IS MORE. 
ADMAN!t Thanks for the $1 .00 COOtribution 
to advertismo I« Shutup & Dance. You find 
rock and roll we can dance to and its as 
good as played baby!!! SUAO. 
PERSONALS 
EXPERIENCE 
Elna 
Elna 
ELNA CULTURAL V.P. NELSON 
Elna 
ELNA 
EXPERIENCE 
Spring Into 
@llillll[pl@for 
Summarl 
Arena &vm 
COUNTS 
Nelson 
Nelson 
Nelson 
NELSON 
COUNTS 
4110.1001. 
752-1978 
NC~\\ 
Kaypro-2 computers 
$1095 
stop in for details 
United Service 
~puter 
790S0. Main 
753-3709 
Rent• T.V. 
New color. . . $ 25 
Black&. White.. . ... $10 
Microwave.. . ....... $30 
Apt. Fridge. . _ ... $1 Q 
Video Recorder 
Mon-Thur. 494/d.ay 
■Ith ,tudenl ID Ind 
2moo,lemlnlmum 
STOKES BROTHERS 
93L t400N. 753-83!0 
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For a "GREAT TIME" vote SUSAN MUNK 
ACTIVITIES VP. 
ON TOUR IN 84 
STEVE THOMPSON 
The tun continues as Fi1i rush goes on 
Corne laugh with us tonight at 7:30 p.m. 
when we show slides of the past. All are 
welcome tonight, 7:30 at the House 636 
STEVE TliOMPSON 
STEVE THOMPSON 
SPECTRUM PRooo:TIONS 
VICE P!IESIDENT 
KISTIE SIMMONS 
VIX.UNTEERS VICE P!IESIDENT 
KISTIE SIMMONS 
VIX.UNTEERS VICE PRESIDENT 
E. 500 N. BE THERE. 
lLrn:~ 
IS 
MOI\E 
LES COOK STEVE ROBINSON STEVE ROBINSON STEVE ROBINSON 
STEVE ROBINSON 
STEVE ROBINSON FOil VoluntNn VP 
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT 
ELNA=====~ 
NELSON 
FOR 
CULTURA 
V.P. 
• CONVOCATIONS COMMITTEE 1982-1984~ 
• ANE ARTS COMMITTEE 1984 
• HOMECOMING CHAIRMAN 1983 1 
• STABRECREATIONCHAIRMAN1983 ~./~~- .t1J:SI.' 
• SPECTRUM PRODUCTIONS PUBLICITY.,,.-- f) (ill'_,..;;.----
CHAIRMAN 1982-1983 l9 
• DRUG TASK FORCE PUBLICITY CHAIRMAN 1983 
• STAB SPECIAL EVENTS CHAIRMAN 1982-1983 
FULL COLOR 
PRINTING 
Fine Quallty Reproduction at 
Competitive Low Prices 
Why Pay More? 
Keith W. Watkins and Sons 
INCORPORATED 
5 South Mam Street. Providence 
752-5235 03 
ASUSU is sponsorang a contest 
to come up with a new 
~LOGO. 
Anything con be emphasized - ASUSU, 
USU landmarks, just o picture design, 
Assc. Students or whatever ... 
All ore welcome to submit o design to 
LOGO Contest, TSC 316 
$100 will be awarded 
to the winning designer! 
DalTEFIWIUUI 
ml.lPll.3 
'BlCk, 'Burne_( ____ ---,. 
Rodeo Queen contest p.m. today and tomorrow in the Family Life and the Nutrition and 
Food Science Buildings. All HASS 
majors check with the Languages and 
Philosophy department for voting 
stations near the offices of each 
HASS department. HASS voting will 
take place April 4 from 11:30 a.m. to 
1 p.m. Go out and vote for your 
favorite professor! 
Plans are now being made for the 
USU Rodeo Queen contest. Anyone 
intereted in competing contact Susan 
Cummings before April 10 at 
753-2504. 
Productivity seminar 
The Ninth Annual Productivity 
Seminar, sponsored by the Partners 
Program, College of Business, will 
feature Dr. W. Edwards Deming in 
the SC Ballroom April 2 and continue 
through to the 5th. Bill Ouchi, author 
of 'Theory Z," will conclude the 
weeks activities on April 6. 
Registration will begin April 1, 4 to 5 
p.m. , and on April 2, 7:30 to 8:45 
a.m. in the Sunburst Lounge. For 
more information call the Partners 
Program at extension 2279. 
Park at your own risk 
With the USU softball team 
beginning outdoor practice this week, 
parking near the Aggie Softball Field 
(north of the Student Living Center) 
will be at your own risk from 1 t0 7 
p.m., daily. USU will not be 
responsible for any damage to your 
vehicle incurred during this time. 
ASME offers movie 
A free movie, sponsored by the 
Society of Manuafacturing Engineers 
will be shown April 3 at 4 p.m. in EL 
248. $1 donation tickets for a 
drawing for a HP-lSC calculator at 
that time will be available in the 
Engineering Breezeway from 8:30 
Professor of the Year 
Everyone in the College of Family 
Life is encouraged to vote for 
Professor of the Year. Voting will 
take place from 8:15 a.m. to 2:45 
@lendar 
z 
0 
~ 
0 
\JJ 
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April 2, 1984 
□Honors open forum "Is Rock Music Mindless?" with 
Larry Smith, music professor at 3:30 p.m. in L349. 
D SC movie Apocalypse Now at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in the SC 
Auditorium. 
□Stab coed aerobics fitness class at 5 p.m. in HPER 203. 
□Audobon Society movie Why do birds sing? at 7 p.m. in 
the Logan Library. 
□Secondary education writing diagnostic in L 372, 9:30 
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. 
□"Careers in Public Health and Medical Technology" 
seminar in NRB 309, 3 lo 4 p.m. 
April 3, 1984 
□Secondary education diagnostic in L 327, 9:30 a.m. to 
3:30 p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m. 
□International Student Council soccer practice for the 
Latin team at 5:15 p.m. behind the tennis courts. 
□Free income tax assistance through VITA, 1 to 4 p. m. in 
the SC Lounge, 3rd floor. 
D D SC Movie Apacolypse Now at 7 and 9:30 p.m. in the 
SC Auditorium. 
□Grand Spinners square dance night and nominations for 
next year's club officers in HPER 102 at 7 p.m. 
□The Arden Trio in concert at 9 p.m. in the Eccles 
Conference Center Auditorium. 
April 4, 1984 
□STAB western swing class at 6:30 p.m. in HPER 102. 
D SC movie Tex at 7 and 9:30 p.m . in the SC Auditorium. 
□Secondary education writing diagnostic in L 372, 9:30 
a .m. to 3:30 p.m. 
O AHEA meeting at 5 p.m . in the Family Life Lounge. 
□Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship meeting at 7:30 p.m. 
in SC 327. 
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. You need not be 
present to win. 
Diagnostic test given 
The secondary education writing 
diagnostic will be given in the 
Writing Center (L327) from April 2 to 
May 4. Bring paper and pen and plan 
to spend an hour writing. The 
Writing Center's hours are Monday 
- Thursday, 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., 
Friday, 9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m., and 
Tuesday and Thursday evenings from 
7 to 9 p.m. 
Blue Key group 
The Blue Key Fraternity will meet 
April 3 at the Sizzler at 8 p.m. Dr. 
Ross Peterson will be the speaker. 
Please wear suits and dresses for this 
meeting. 
Health seminar 
There will be a seminar on 
"Careers in Public Health and 
Medical Technology" April 2 in NRB 
309 from 3 to 4 p.m. 
Library tours given 
Library tours are available April J
at 3:30 p.m. and April 5 at 10 a.m. 
Meet in the reference area on the 
second floor. 
ISC awards 
International Student Cou 
calling for nominations for the 
following awards: Student of 
Year, Professor of the Year, F 
the Year and Friend of the Ye 
nomination forms and criteria 
are available at the !SC oflia,, 
332A. The last date for no 
is April 6th. 
Helpline invites you to join. 
the volunteer business! Att 
training, gain lifetime comm 
skills, provide three hours 
week doing information 
referral/ crisis intervention. 
SC 121A or call 752-3964 for 
information. 
1 
What's 'Playing __ 
Mann's Triplex - Undecided, Police Academy, Footloose. 
752-7762. 
Utah - Splash. 752-3072. 
Redwood - Greystoke - The Legend of Tarzan. 752-5098. 
Cinema - Tank. 753-1900. 
Capitol - Children of the Corn. 752-7521. 
Weath.,e,_r _ __ ~: 
Today's forecast 
Scattered rain and snow showers. Highs in the mid-40s. 
Lows in the upper 20s. 
Tomorrow's forecast 
Partly cloudy and warmer. Highs near 50. Lows around 30. 
